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Abstract: This research was conducted from a review of bibliographic content on Biotechnology, sustainable development, social responsibility
and Industry 4.0. The goal endows the understanding of the role of Biotechnology as a science in sustainable development in this historical
phase experienced by humanity, the Fourth Industrial Revolution, verifying what would be the social responsibility of Industry 4.0 in this
context. Dialectical and historical methods were used to systematize the obtained data. The importance of maintaining the environmental
balance through sustainable practices in the daily life of Industry 4.0 has been demonstrated to comply with the constitutional principle of the
social function of property. However, in order to achieve sustainable development, the economic and social aspects, besides the environmental,
must be considered. The relevance of Biotechnology in this process has been proven as a driving force for sustainable development. It is hoped
with this research to mobilize the academic community and the society in the fight against environmental degradation, bringing knowledge
about the role of Biotechnology in this process, in the context of Industry 4.0, and demonstrating the need for companies, professionals and
governments to adapt to this new and unknown reality in order to face the problems that are already emerging, always taking into consideration
the protection of human rights, especially the healthy and balanced environment, safety, life and dignity of the human person.
Keywords: Biotechnology; Sustainable development; Industry 4.0.
Introduction
Industry 4.0 reflects technological implementations and contemporary business management practices making the production process increasingly efficient, agile, autonomous and customizable through technological innovation. It will be necessary to rethink the old and already
obsolete business models, developing research and technologies for
industrial production.
However, the same mistake made centuries ago cannot repeat, in
which the development of industry has bring environmental degradation
and scarcity of natural resources by the unbridled and unthinking use in
the production process.
The planet still suffers from the inconsequential acts of the past and,
today, the concern is to degrade as little as possible, maintaining the
fauna and flora and stabilizing the hole in the ozone layer, responsible
for climate change resulting from the environmental imbalance resulting
from pollution and destruction of the environment by the mankind.
Under this perspective, this work presents important definitions, including the performance of Biotechnology for environmental protection,
applying the results obtained by research and development of innovative
technologies capable of promoting sustainable development, ensuring
the environment to future generations, as a fundamental right of citizens.
As for the materials, the research will include studies of literary
works, scientific articles, legislation and other means of registration and
dissemination of data that proved to be necessary for the pursuit of the
proposed objectives.
Objectives
It is intended to demonstrate the importance of maintaining the environmental balance through sustainable practices inserted in the daily
life of Industry 4.0, a social responsibility imposed on companies to con-
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tain degradation in the production process and marketing of goods and
services, reaffirming, or better, proving the relevance of Biotechnology in
the fight for environmental preservation.
Methodology
This research was conducted using the following methods: dialectical,
to understand social reality, approaching it through argumentative and
conflictive dialogue, and historical, analyzing the data from a historical
perspective. This is a literature review research, in which several literary
works, scientific articles and the legislation applicable to the case
were studied to identify the social responsibility of Industry 4.0 and the
application of Biotechnology to achieve sustainable development.
Discussion
Preliminary notions about biotechnology
The United Nations defines Biotechnology as “any technological
application that uses biological systems, living organisms, or derived
beings, to manufacture or modify products or processes for specific
use”.1 Maria Antonia Malajovich defines Biotechnology as “an activity
based on multidisciplinary knowledge, which uses biological agents
to make useful products or solve problems”. The author states that this
definition encompasses, in a very comprehensive way, various activities
such as engineering, chemistry, agronomy, veterinary, microbiology,
biology, medicine, law, economics, among others2. For Emilio Muñoz,
Biotechnology is understood as a set of techniques that allow the
application of the properties of living beings to produce goods and
services. These techniques are very old, being used for the fermentation
of food through microorganisms, originating other products and/or
helping in its conservation.3
Biotechnology involves numerous scientific areas such as biolo-
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gy, chemistry, biochemistry, microbiology, informatics and robotics. Its
methods range from simple procedures for modifying living organisms,
such as domestication of animals and cultivation of plants, to complex
processes, such as biolixiviation, contemporary methods involving genetic manipulation, cell and tissue culture, and nanotechnology.2
The Biotechnology sector covers countless business segments, but
the activities required for the development process of biotechnological
products require high investment for research, testing, performance
evaluation, among other crucial stages until the final development of the
product, which becomes an obstacle and restricts its use by micro and
small companies. In order to obtain competitive advantages, it is essential for these companies to have professionals in the Biotechnology area,
formalize partnerships with research and technology centers, in addition
to financial resources with the contribution of investors – which is not
easy for the small entrepreneur.2
In 2007, the Biominas Foundation conducted a survey with Brazilian
Biotechnology companies nationwide. The survey identified 181 companies in the bioscience sector, 71 forming the Biotechnology sector.
In 2009, in a new research, Biominas verified a growth of 40%, in which

there were 253 bioscience and 91 biotechnology companies, distributed
in seven branches: human and animal health, agriculture, environment,
bioenergy, mixed and inputs. The research revealed that many of these
companies, with Biotechnology projects, have other main activities,
therefore they would not be considered biotech companies. Bioscience
companies, on the other hand, are related to the areas of human and
animal health, agriculture and the environment, reaching the consensus
that every bioscience company is a biotechnology company, however,
not every bioscience company is a biotechnology company.4
Precisely, Biotechnology multidisciplinary character makes it a science composed of several areas, which were classified in colors according to their fields of application: yellow, blue, white, gray, gold, orange,
brown, green, red, black and purple.5
Table 2 shows some possibilities for biotechnology-based products
and services in various sectors of the economy.
It is important to mention some advantages and also disadvantages
of Biotechnology. In order to facilitate understanding, the information
was set out in Table 3.

Table 1 - Representative colors of the areas of Biotechnology. Source: Dasilva, 20045
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SECTORS

PRODUCTS OU SERVICES

Agriculture

Fertilizer, silage, biopesticides, biofertilizers, seedlings of
disease-free plants, seedlings of trees for reforestation.
Plants with new incorporated characteristics (transgenic):
higher nutritional value, resistance to pests and adverse
cultivation conditions (dryness and salinity).

Food

Bakery (bread and biscuits), dairy products (cheeses,
yoghurts and other dairy beverages), beverages (beers, wines
and distilled beverages) and various additives (shoyu, sodium
monoglutamate and sweeteners); single cell protein (PUC) for
rations, foods of transgenic origin with new properties.

Energy

Ethanol, biogas and other fuels (from biomass6).

Industry

Butanol, acetone, glycerol, acids and vitamins (sugar-alcohol
production). Numerous enzymes for other industries (textile
and detergents).

Environment

Oil recovery, bioremediation7 (e.g. of water and waste),
bioconversion8 of waste from agriculture, production of
biofuels and biodegradable plastic.

Livestock

Embryos, animals with new characteristics (transgenic),
vaccines and medicines for veterinary use.

Health (Medicine/Farmacy/Biomedicine)

Antibiotics and drugs for various diseases, hormones,
vaccines, reagents and diagnostic tests, new treatments,
production of laboratory antibodies for immunodeficient
patients, gene therapy, stem cell research, manipulation of
animals for organ use in transplants, printing of 3D prostheses
and bioprinting of organs in 3D.

Table 2 - Examples of products and services of biotechnological origin by sectors of the economy. Source: Adapted from Malajovich.2

BIOTECHNOLOGY
ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

Improved harvesting (increased production and increased re- Dependence on technologies produced by developed
sistance to pests); reduced world hunger.
countries; increase in the concentration of income and
wealth.
Durability of transgenic foods – less waste.

Increase in the occurrence of diseases caused by transgenic
products.

Production of more nutritious or biofortified foods (content of Biodiversity loss; impact on nontarget organisms of the
proteins, fibers, oils, carbohydrates, vitamins and mineral salts) technology, consequently impacts on biological diversity.
– OGM/transgenic.
Decrease in the use of pesticides.

Intensive use of inorganic fertilizers and pesticides.

Use of bioremediation to control and decontaminate environ- Creation of infertile GM seeds.
ments.
Reduction of energy in the production process.

Interference with the balance of nature - effects on the food
chain or food chain (network).

Use of products with lower environmental impact – less pollu- Uncertainties regarding the biosafety of the products gention and degradation; production of biodegradable products.
erated – potential risks and their probability of occurrence,
in environmental aspects and effects on human and animal
health, especially those of a long-term nature.
Reduction of contagious diseases.

Genetic pollution – it is not possible to control the effects
of the spread of genetically modified organisms (GMOs) on
the environment.

Development of more precise therapeutic devices and tech- Ethical issues and permissibility to clone living beings.
niques for the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of diseases,
including incurable diseases with ineffective treatments such as
cancer.
Table 3 - Advantages and disadvantages of Biotechnology. Source: Adapted from Malajovich.2
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Biotechnology still arouses countless discussions about innovations.
Technologies are the result of scientific knowledge, but considered by
some people as an unnatural and dangerous activity. When discussing
whether biotechnology is progressive or reactionary, good or bad, it is
forgotten that what characterizes a technology is its use.2
Overview on Industry 4.0
The name Industry 4.0 began to be used at the Hannover Fair (2011
edition), from a German government’s initiative to promote partnerships
with technology companies, universities and research centers with a
view to changing the paradigm of the production process of industries9.
This concept encompasses technological innovations in both automation
and control, management and information technology in the production
and logistics chain of companies.
The 4.0 industry will demand a gradual adoption of several emerging
technologies for industrial automation and information technology, with
information digitalization and direct communication between systems,
machines, products and people. This integration is now known as
the Internet of Things (IoT). This process will generate manufacturing
environments with high flexibility and self-adjusting to the growing
demand for increasingly customized products.9
Industry 4.0 is the fruit of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, which
is based on a digital revolution defined by more extensive mobile
Internet access, by decreasing the size and price of sensors in return for
increased capacity and power, and by artificial intelligence and automatic
learning that invaded all sciences, promoting frightening advances and
unimaginable times such as genetic sequencing, nanotechnology,
renewable energies, 3D printers, among others10.
According to Klaus Schwab, the Fourth Industrial Revolution will
monumentally impact the global economy, because it is expected that
every major macrovariable, such as gross domestic product (GDP),
consumption and employment, will be affected.10
Companies that do not adjust to this new reality will certainly be
doomed to failure and will not survive the savage capitalism promoted
by globalization.
But how to achieve development and stay in the market fulfilling the
social responsibility in the preservation of the environment?
The adoption of good practices in the productive process when the
subject is environment is not enough, the need of business models with
strategies of adaptation to the scarcity of natural resources is urgent.
They need to think in short, medium and long terms, because all business
activity provokes environmental impacts, some with greater intensity and
others in lesser degree.
Natural resources are finite assets, environmental degradation and
overexploitation of these resources cause damage to society as a whole,
often irreparable and irreversible. Therefore, the model of production
and consumption must be compatible with the material basis of the
economy.11
According to Sergio Risola, executive director of Centre for
Innovation, Entrepreneurship and Technology (Cietec), in the last
decade, companies began to see the relationship with the environment
as a strategy to adapt to the scarcity of natural resources. This approach
has increased consumer and industrial demand for innovation in the socalled green economy.12
Corporate social responsibility in the adoption of sustainable
practices: a constitutional determination
As seen, the technological advances that mark Industry 4.0 have
brought undeniable benefits, but also, many times in greater intensity,
degradation and devastation of the environment, materialized by the
pollution of seas, rivers and air, promoting scarcity of natural resources,
greenhouse effect, acid rain, evidenced by the climate changes so
discussed by nongovernmental organizations and environmental
defense entities.13
It is a serious mistake to disassociate environment, productive
system and consumption, since these aspects are umbilically linked,
Vol. 2 N.2, 2019

there is no way to produce without generating environmental impacts, in
the same way that there is no way to consume without this impact being
accentuated, either by the production of waste, or by the exploitation of
human beings in work environments, or by the social inequality promoted
by the capitalist and globalized system.
That is why there is no way to deal with sustainability in isolation,
that is, the economic, social and environmental dimensions are
interconnected.
Companies are responsible for complying with legal requirements
for environmental protection and also for observing their social and
solidarity function, which are important constitutions.
The property right guaranteed by the Brazilian Federal Constitution
(FC) in Article 5, item XXII, is not absolute, i.e., it is limited by item XXIII
of the same article: “property shall serve its social function”. The FC
mentions what is a social function, separating it in the social function
of urban property from the social function of rural property. In order
for urban property to achieve its social function, it will be necessary to
meet the requirements of the city ordinance set forth in its master plan
(Art. 182, §2). And the social function of rural property will be fulfilled
when the following requirements are met: 1. rational and adequate
use; 2. adequate use of available natural resources and preservation
of the environment; 3. observing the regulations on labor relations; 4.
exploitation favorable to the well-being of owners and workers (Art.
186)14.
The company, as an asset resulting from the unfolding of the property
right, an individual right protected by the FC, must also achieve a social
function, a harmonizing or even moderating instrument of the exercise
of the right to exploit the economic activity legitimized by the principle
of free initiative.
As André Ramos Tavares teaches, the Constitution of the Republic
attributes a double dimension to property: an individual right and a
socioeconomic right, due to their delimitation by the social function, that
is “to serve the purposes of the community and not only the individualistic
purposes” (p. 567).15 In this sense, not only the productive character
must be performed by the property, but also the observance of national
legislation, including employment contracts, constitutional principles
and precepts, under penalty of being held responsible and subject to
penalties. The consequences of noncompliance with the social function
of the property are: The Government may demand adequacy, granting
a deadline for this and/or imposing fines in pecuniary value and even
expropriate the property (Articles 182, §4 and 184, CF).14
Companies have social and sustainable responsibility, that is, not
only with society for the impacts that pollution may generate on human
beings, but mainly with respect to environmental degradation, both in the
production process so as not to cause exhaustion of natural resources,
and in the destination of waste and garbage that their products and
services generate.
Therefore, the need for a macroanalysis of sustainability
contemplating some of its relevant influencing aspects in an attempt
to point out mechanisms capable of controlling and even reducing
environmental degradation from the development of biotechnological
products and services was verified.
Biotechnology as a springboard for sustainable development
Sustainable development
Industry 4.0 unites technology, things and human beings, promoting
the automation of industrial (and/or business) processes in a broad way
through the internet, artificial intelligence, robotics, among other mechanisms and technologies, which make possible to increase production
(with great speed), reduce costs, errors and risks, save energy, increase
the value of products, providing greater profitability to the entrepreneur
and also greater satisfaction, and convenience to the customer. However, this socioeconomic development should be associated with environmental development. But what is meant by sustainability?
The concept of sustainability was born at the United Nations
Conference on the Human Environment (Unche, June 1972), in Stockholm
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(Sweden). In 1987, the UN World Commission on Environment and
Development (UNCED) produced the Brundtland report (named
“Our Common Future”), which practically reaffirmed the definition
of sustainable development of the 1972 Conference: “Sustainable
development is development that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their
own needs”. In 1992, the United Nations Conference on Environment
and Development (UNCED), held in Rio de Janeiro, also known as Rio92, Eco-92 or Earth Summit, demonstrated the world’s interest in the
future of the Earth; the participating countries reached consensus on the
concept of sustainable development and began to shape actions with
the aim of protecting the environment.16
Thus, sustainability is formed by a set of ideas, strategies and other
attitudes ecologically correct, economically viable, socially fair and
culturally diverse; it is the path to ensure the sustenance of the planet’s
natural resources, while at the same time allowing solution for ecological
development of individuals and societies.17 In Rio-92, it was concluded
that the economic, environmental and social components must be
aggregated, without which there is no way to achieve, or rather, ensure
the sustainability of development16.
It was evident that the definition of sustainability presupposes
three pillars (economic, social and environmental), where economic
sustainability refers to finance and involves financial resources,
planning, organization and management of production, distribution and
consumption of goods and services; aspect inherent to the country’s
economy, with variables in interest rates, credit lines for financing, GDP
numbers, competitiveness in the international market, among other
aspects relevant to the growth and development of the nation.11
Social sustainability, on the other hand, reveals aspects related
to the human being and the community where it operates: labor force
(labor force to companies), social inequality, education and violence,
for example. A sustainable society presupposes that citizens have the
minimum for a dignified life11. In short, social sustainability presupposes
the eradication of poverty by promoting conditions of human equality
and dignity for access to goods within an acceptable minimum limit.
Souza and Oliveira draw attention to the delicate and worrying
issue of natural resources being finite assets and excessive exploitation
causing extremely harmful results to society, most of the time these
results are irreparable and irreversible. For this reason, the model of
production and consumption should be compatible with the material
basis of the economy. Every business activity entails impacts on the
environment, with no exception, some more and some less.11
Environmental sustainability deals with the environment, natural
resources, fauna and flora and their use; relevant factors that require
care in the short, medium and long term. According to Elimar Pinheiro
do Nascimento, sustainability in a simple way would be to produce and
consume in a way that ensures that ecosystems can maintain their selfrepair or resilience capacity.18
Companies should adopt sustainable practices and be concerned
about the effect that their activities cause to the environment and adopt
actions to reduce these harmful impacts, because, as already stated,
all activity promotes negative environmental impacts, but at this time
Biotechnology joins as a strong ally to sustainable development.
Biotechnology and sustainable development: technology for
environmental protection
The pioneering in the capture, processing, understanding and use
of large amounts of data puts Biotechnology in a privileged position,
no doubt the convergence of innovations will be intensified with the
use of the power of digitalization and the practices of Industry 4.0 in the
industrial biotechnology sector19. An example of Industry 4.0 is digital
fermentation, which has been tested and applied in the textile sector.
In this sense, Biotechnology will provide essential innovations to
protect the environment, such as the sustainable consumption of diesel,
the reduction of the impact of waste in agroindustry, the alteration
of energy sources by other more sustainable in the pharmaceutical
41

industry, food and cosmetics, are some examples. What would be the
impact of human action on the environment? What legacy will the current
generation leave behind? As can be seen, sustainable development
presupposes actions in the medium and long term in the economic,
social and environmental areas.
Malajovich, citing reports published in 2007 by the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), demonstrates humanity’s responsibility
for the future of the planet, where it has been proven, more than a decade
ago, that actions to protect the environment are urgent.2
Biotechnology startups work on the decontamination of polluted
water, developing products and techniques without the need for river
and lagoon drainage. Biopolymers and paraffin plates embedded with
bacteria-activated nano-minerals have been shown to be very efficient
and cheaper).20
Modern biotechnology marked the beginning of a new phase of
agriculture, highlighting molecular genetics. Advances in plant genetics
reduced the excessive dependence of agriculture on mechanical and
chemical innovations, which were the pillars of the green revolution”. It
is worth noting the increase in productivity, the reduction of production
costs, the production of better-quality food and the development of less
harmful practices to the environment.21
The use of environmental biotechnologies are ways to minimize and
even try to reverse the action of human degradation and the consequent
production of waste, residues and pollutants by the exercise of the most
diverse economic activities from the development of controlled natural
processes aiming to reverse the pollution of ecosystems and create
biodegradable solutions. As example, the reuse of sugarcane bagasse
(agricultural waste) and sewage (solid effluents) for the production of
biofuels and energy.
It is possible to buy products whose raw material was obtained from
the use of biological materials (bacteria, yeasts, fungi, among others),
such as fabrics manufactured by cultivating living organisms that
produce a type of (bacterial) cellulose.22
Scientists reproduced synthetic spider silk in the laboratory. The
material is flexible, lightweight, biodegradable and more resistant than
steel. It can be used by the automotive, pharmaceutical and safety
industries. Silk threads woven by spiders are 30 times thinner than human
hair and stronger than Kevlar, a synthetic fiber used in the manufacture of
bulletproof vests.23
Biotechnology can also be applied in mining. Widely used for mining
in Australia, South Africa and Canada, bioleaching is a technology that
uses biotechnological routes for the recovery of metals present in
oxidized and sulphide ores or for the pretreatment of ores.24 Biolixiviation
is used in more than 20% of the world’s copper mines. It is estimated
that 30% of the total volume of copper mined in Chile goes through this
biotechnology process, while in China, Eldorado Gold recovers from 93
to 94% of gold from the Guizhou plant.25
Sustainable development presupposes production without
degradation of the environment, a culture that should cover all levels
of the organization. Companies need to adopt strategic plans or
production projects that preserve the environment and its surroundings,
and the use of technologies is an important instrument in fulfilling this
responsibility. Many companies have already adopted sustainable
development projects with the implementation of techniques such as:
use and consumption of alternative energy sources such as solar, wind
and geothermal; recycling of reusable materials; rational consumption
of water and food and reduction of the use of harmful chemicals in food
production.
Another example is the company Adidas, applying the Industry 4.0
model associated with sustainability, the company inaugurated in 2018
the first fully automated and 100% robotized factory in the United States,
a speed factory (fast plant). The company has only 150 employees who
direct the machines in production; additive manufacturing (3D printing)
is used. Adidas states that this speed factory can make shoes and
put them on the market three times faster than traditional production
models.26
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Asia’s production moved to the USA, where most of the sneakers
and sports products commercialized are concentrated, optimizing time
and money, without having to travel between oceans, in addition, the
production unit closest to the distribution centers brought savings with
logistic resources (mainly in distribution and stock). This is a company
strategy, but in addition to the positive results obtained by the enterprise,
it is also possible to verify other benefits, included in the concept of
sustainability, since the action, in addition to minimizing environmental
impacts in relation to pollution, by reducing labor costs by transferring
activities from Asia, which does not provide protection to workers (allows
child labor and in exhaustive conditions, for example), has reduced the
incidence of child labor and in conditions similar to slavery. The German

company intends to produce a total of 1 million shoes per year by 2020 in
its two speed factories. In addition, they develop technologies that allow
consumers to create their own custom footwear.26
As can be seen, it is possible to unite innovation, technology, profitability and social responsibility, i.e., development must be sustainable at
the economic, social and environmental interfaces.
Table 4 shows a few biotechnological alternatives to replace industrial processes and also to replace agricultural inputs demonstrating the
role of Biotechnology in promoting sustainable development, providing
that companies contribute significantly to reducing harmful impacts on
the environment, fulfilling its social responsibility2,27–30:

Table 4 - Biotechnology alternatives: replacement of industrial processes and agricultural inputs.
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Another point about the performance of Biotechnology in cultivars is
transgenics. The cultivation of transgenics has been carried out by many
countries for years. In 2001, genetically modified crops were planted on
more than 52 million hectares of land around the world. This is approximately three times the total land cultivated in Germany. The cultivation of
new varieties is undoubtedly not restricted to emerging and developing
countries such as Argentina and China. Positive results have also been
found in South Africa and Indonesia.31
The German Ministry of Consumer Protection, Food and Agriculture
has estimated that 60 to 70% of all food in the country is affected by
green Biotechnology. The European community supplies only 35% of
its protein-rich food needs, for example, and must import the remaining 65% from the USA, Brazil, Argentina and other countries outside
the European community. Large-scale international experiments with
the cultivation of GM plants confirm that agricultural biotechnology is
an innovative, effective method with several benefits such as abundant
harvests, more resistant to external agents, promoting positive impacts
and improvements on human quality of life and economic profitability to
agribusiness.31
The genetically modified organism (GMO) is a living organism, which
can colonize new environments. The new characteristics and activities
acquired by the plant from the transgenesis may include quantitative or
qualitative alteration in the production of molecules (RNA, proteins and
metabolism), and may still remain active even after the destruction of the
GMO.32
In this sense, some direct environmental impacts of GMO are:
1. Interaction with living organisms with a possible selection of organisms resistant to transgenicity and other consequences originating from the exogenous compound in the soil;
2. Change in persistence in the agricultural environment or invasiveness of the crop in natural environments;
3. Gene flow by pollinators in weeds and invasive plants.
On the other hand, the indirect impacts of changes in the environment may be:
1. Reduction in pest, disease or invasive plant control due to the development of tolerance to herbicides;
2. Effect on wild biodiversity – mass planting of monocultures that
cause the reduction of genetic biodiversity and rupture of ecological niches, alteration in trophic chains due to impact on non-target organisms, with shortening or substitution of trophic chains or
emergence of secondary pests;
3. Effect on water and soil – alteration in the use of herbicides and in
patterns of cultivation and land use.32
The concern with safe products obtained by the performance of
Biotechnology is a constant. The biosafety assessment of potential risks
and their probabilities of occurrence should be judicious, with the widest
possible coverage and rigorously executed in several aspects involved
in human health, environment (ecosystems, fauna and flora) and, mainly, taking into account the unforeseen and potential changes in the long
term – which has been unknown to researchers and scientists, because
it is difficult to predict all risks, all changes (intentional or not; beneficial
or not) that a GMO can trigger in the future. This seems to be an arduous
and very difficult task.
Conclusions
The concept of Biotechnology is still incipient, however, the definition provided by the UN has prevailed. Biotechnology has a multidisciplinary character, involving several disciplines and research in the areas
of biology, chemistry, biochemistry, pharmacy, medicine, microbiology,
information technology, robotics, law, among others, whose methods
include procedures for modifying living organisms, from the simplest
to the most complex such as genetic manipulation and nanotechnology.
The concept of sustainability was born at the United Nations Con43

ference on the Human Environment in 1972, and its definition was reaffirmed with minor changes in other meetings and events held by the UN.
The exercise of the property right guaranteed by FC/88 (Art. 5, item
XXII) is limited by the principle of social function, by which the owner
must meet the legal requirements regarding the construction, rational
and adequate use; respect for the determinations for the protection of
the environment and the exploitation of labor (labor relations); the exercise of the right to use, enjoyment and disposal of the property is limited
to collective interests, and must promote the well-being not only to its
owner, but to society as well. The company, as an asset that generates
property rights, must achieve this social function, under penalty of suffering penalties, from a simple notification for adequacy until the expropriation of the asset (Arts. 182, §4 and 184, CF).
Industry 4.0 is the fruit of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, whose
basis is the digital revolution (internet, robotics, artificial intelligence,
data storage and automatic learning). It is promoting surprising technological advances, such as genetic sequencing, nanotechnology,
renewable energies and 3D printers. It will take a joint work between
governments, companies and societies to face the consequences of the
Fourth Industrial Revolution that breaks down all paradigms and barriers of distance and, until then, the “impossible”. The industry needs to
be reinvented and new professionals will be needed, with education to
manipulate, execute, manage and create technologies.
Biotechnology can help in the sustainable development of the country, enabling more competitive, dynamic and technological companies,
to stay “alive” in the market, in addition to constituting a relevant instrument at the disposal of Industry 4.0 in fulfilling its social responsibility.
Biotechnological studies and breeding provide many advantages
and contribute to economic, social and environmental development, but
also have drawbacks, which deserve further analysis and caution in application/use, such as GMOs – transgenics can alter the natural balance
and compromise biodiversity. There are several uncertainties about the
biosafety of these products, what the potential risks would be and their
likelihood of occurrence to human and animal health, especially in the
long term.
Biotechnology is an essential tool for minimizing the impacts on the
environment, its achievements in research, development and technological innovation in the most diverse areas of its operation will be the
springboard for sustainable development of the Fourth Industrial Revolution.
The defense of the environment is a duty of everybody, each of us
with his own responsibility, and we should fight to guarantee this fundamental right, provided in the Federal Constitution, to present and future
generations.
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